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The safe & secure parking solution for motorcyclists 



Welcome
Welcome to Motoparking UK, the UK’s first 

innovative motorbike parking solution, promoting 

safety & security.  We believe in creating a world 

where parking for bikers is made easier & safer.

MOTOPARKING UK

Marcellina Rey



Our Vision
WHAT WE STAND FOR

Our vision is centred around working with cities, communities & 

large scale retailers to help introduce a concept of motorbike 

parking that we feel would make the travel and storage of both 

vehicle and belongings smart and safe.

Smart for the concept operator, smart for the adoption city, smart 

for the environment while sharing smart business values



How Do We Work?
OUR PROCESS

We have a process in place to take your project from start to 

finish using our highly experienced team. 

01 Consultation & Surveying with drawing plans to finalise 

number of units for the space provided. 

02 Delivery of Units from our manufacturers to the 

installation points. .

03 Installation & servicing of the units delivered 

by  our experienced in house team. . 



Production
MOTOPARKING UK

MotoParking is a premium Italian-made product, from its initial concept 

and design to its final production. It's crafted for its sleek design and its 

reliability but it's also built to stand the test of time with minimal servicing 

required. To ensure the highest quality, we use cutting-edge automotive 

production technologies, made possible through our partnership with ADB 

Srl, part of the highly respected LONATI SpA Group in Mazzano.

ADB’s expertise in 3D laser cutting, welding, and advanced assembly 

ensures MotoParking products are not only aesthetically pleasing but 

exceptionally robust for added safety. With a commitment to durability, our 

products are designed to be dependable and require little maintenance, 

allowing for a lasting solution to parking needs. Through substantial 

investments in research and a passion for innovation, we’ve dedicated 

exclusive production lines to MotoParking, guaranteeing unmatched 

quality and the ability to meet specific market demands with a product 

that's both safe and enduring with a ten year warranty. 

Subtitle Here



What Our Clients Say. 
OUR REVIEWS

Lee Burton
Managing Director

Westfields - Shepherds Bush

Westfield London has always been at the forefront of innovation and customer experience, this means not just looking at the Centre from a retail perspective but the 

entire journey. The car park is the first and last touch point at any destination and we at Westfield pride ourselves on the facilities that we have provided. However, in 

early 2017 it was noticed that we cater very well for the everyday driver, but what about motorcyclists? Yes there are designated areas and the parking is free, but what 

about somewhere to leave clothing and helmets while securing the motorcycle itself. 

During a visit to Parkex that year we found Moto Parking and was impressed right from the start that all of the above could be covered with their innovative locker 

solution. Having looked around for a while and finding nothing that could compete, we purchased a large number of these units which were installed in late 2017 and 

were an instant hit with every unit in use within days. Leading to further lockers being added. Toni Impieri and his team were engaging throughout the process and their 

contractor installed to a very high standard with no issues. I cannot recommend Moto Parking and Toni’s team enough and will always use them where possible. 



About Our Company
MOTOPARKING UK

MOTOPARKING UK is one of many Motoparking companies across the 

globe. We began our journey in early 2013 and we have been working 

tirelessly to help introduce our concept across the U.K

With a steady increase in road health and safety awareness, we feel that 

our product is in prime position to help motorcyclists feel secure and 

confident when it comes to travel and storage. 

  



& Now In The U.K
MOTOPARKING ACROSS EUROPE



Thank You.
MOTOPARKING UK

Thank you for taking the time to view our presentation. We look forward 

to hearing from you soon. 

Address: Suite 204, Waterhouse Business Centre, Cromar Way, 

Chelmsford, CM1 2QE

Email: info@motoparking.co.uk

Call Us: 01245 392 105

mailto:info@motoparking.co.uk

